
KS2 Unit 5, Lesson 3 - Pilgrimage - Christianity 
Context: In this lesson, we are asking pupils to reflect on Christian pilgrimage. They will go on to look at 
places that are special to Moslems. 
Essential core:  Christians try to be like Jesus and obey his teachings in the things that they think and do. 
Resources:  
http://request.org.uk/life/pilgrimage-2/ 
http://request.org.uk/life/spirituality/pilgrim-diaries-the-two-saints-way/ 
 
Vocabulary: pilgrim, pilgrimage, Catholic, Protestant. 
  

 
INTRODUCTION:  
Why do Christians go on pilgrimage? 
http://request.org.uk/life/pilgrimage-2/ 
 
Play the short video and divide the class into groups to do the Diamond Nines group discussion activity.  
Afterwards the class can discuss the choices that the groups have made. 
 
When Christians go on pilgrimage they travel somewhere that is special to their faith. It might be to places 
written about in the Bible, such as where Jesus and the early Christians lived. It may be a place where a 
miracle once happened or a saint is buried. Often the journey itself matters as much as being at the 
special place, because it gives the ‘pilgrim’ – the person on the journey – time to pray and think. 
Pilgrimage is an important part of spiritual life for many Christians. By taking the time to go on pilgrimage, 
people can leave behind everyday concerns from back home and spend time in the presence of God as 
they travel to a place with special meaning. People have always gone on pilgrimage for many reasons – 
perhaps to say sorry to God for something they had done wrong (penance), or because they were ill and 
wanted God to heal them. They might be looking for an answer to a problem or difficulty, or they might 
be looking for peace or healing. Over the years, places have become special for different reasons, and 
Christians decide to visit them to become closer to God in these special places. 

 
What is it like to go on pilgrimage? Some old pilgrimage routes still survive in the UK.  
The two Saints Way - diary. You may want to just play the introduction at the beginning of the first video, 
or go on to sample one or two highlights. This was a lot of effort! Why do you think this group of 
Christians went on Pilgrimage? 
http://request.org.uk/life/spirituality/pilgrim-diaries-the-two-saints-way/ 
 
Pilgrimage is important to Catholic Christians and the pilgrimage routes in the UK pre- date the 
Reformation. The Two Saints Way route is very old indeed. 
Some Protestant Christians may also choose to go on pilgrimage, but this is much less common than 
among Catholic Christians.  
The places in the "Holy Land" associated with the life of Jesus and stories in the Bible are important to all 
Christians. 

 
 
PLENARY & FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT:  
Why is pilgrimage still important to some Christians? Why is the journey itself as important to them as 
arriving at the destination? 
  

 


